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ĵ˗έ˝ѹᆅĶāᄱహ̜֮࣍ڰ
ऽā٘ͼүܪҡāವߎΰֺ֯ዲᙛ
౺ăΰ֯ವߎࢳĂҖچĂۺĂ഻
ᘼāΰֺ֯ዲăᙛ౺āާᆂମᙛ
ӠĈ̘ମᙛăЮࠍహ֮࣍ڰహ࣍ऽ
͈͈˝āహߎ֖ͬڰϒă٘ͼĵ
༰฿˴ܚএ૿Ķāүࢊোϑ૿ྼ˝ā
̘ࢊᄱֺዲү˗ᕆᕆ̥ᆂڋҗāವვ
͞ࢳ༰ܚā˴˗ᇸΝͼএ˝૿ץā٘
ͼ̕ᄱಠඌహ࣍यऽᇆĵ৯֖༣
ώ֕࿋ĶăԦವ৯֖༣ā˴ಠඌ̘ԅ
హ࣍ऽଏāಠඌ̘ԅహ࣍ऽăĵ˗έ
˝ѹᆅĶāүࢊߎোڀϧ˝āো
ϑพी˝ā֣̥ᆂోᔗԅ˝ā֣ᆂ
٘ͼహᇸ̃ă

“Understanding one sentence is worth more than ten billion taels.” This is
referring to the kindness of one who bestows the Dharma. Therefore, if you
believe in the Buddha, you “dare not shirk the work of offering the four
necessities.” The four necessities are food, clothing, bedding, and medicine.
How can one shirk the obligation of making offerings when the kindness of
those who bestow the Dharma is too deep and too vast? The Buddha is the
father and mother of our Dharma body. Therefore, it is said, “One is deserving
of a meal worth ten thousand taels of gold.” If you have really realized the Way,
you can eat a meal that is worth ten thousand taels of gold, how much the
more small offerings from others. That is why we talked about repaying the
kindness of the patriarchs. “Even having one’s body smashed and pulverized
into powder is still not sufficient to repay their kindness.” Even if my body is
pulverized and smashed into pieces, I still cannot finish repaying this kindness.
“Understanding one sentence is worth more than ten billion taels.” If you
really understand and have realized the Way, you will finish paying off all
kinds of debt.

˪ᄱ⁜͟ć ̘ᙶ૰අϟԍ⽷
!
!!!!ጷٻѩೆϟ
!
!!!!ᚬઢߥፗྕ
!
!!!!ಯັྮ͡ثԿ

Another verse says:
A gifted and extraordinary child, the Master was not like other
children.
He remembered his past life and was born after death.
He studied at Xuedou Monastery and contemplated the topic of
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!!!!ৣᔦߎᜟᙉ͋ۯ
!!!!ͩࣛїГ˝
!!!!ϧ͞ѢҢٍ
!!!!ࠦڰᇂ́ႼΑञ

ĵ̘ᙶ૰අϟԍ⽷Ķ֣ᆂᄱహ࣍̇˗̃ބ
ਟ̇˗̘̃ބᇸă̘֣ᆂఱ۔Ă̘֣ᆂϨĂ
̘֣ᆂԋԕĂ̘֣ᆂᝋಇЪᎣĂ̘֣ᆂᝋಇЪ
͗Ϥ̃ā٘ͼ˗ਟ̇˗̘̃ބᇸă
ĵጷۡĶāࠍ̥ᆂ̘˗ᇸĈహ࣍Ԧ
ࣆΝͼຏဉ૿וāహ࣍ವѢலਔāѢహ
˗ᇉāۡྼʹăٔۯઆူદā
ٔۯຄ̥ᆂદāۡྼҊ֖̍݇ߎ࣍ؤā٘ͼ
ವጷۡăĵѩೆϟĶā֣ᆂѩ˝̜߾˪ޡ
˝ā߾˝˪ޡѩ˝ā٘ͼϟϟѩĂѩѩϟă
ವᛆ૿ޜဓā٘ͼг֣в͝ವᛆ૿ೌޜă
˴̘Μ͂ڇĂ˴̘Μ࠺ᑙӠĂ࠺ᇅӠĂྮ
ᄄӠĂו੦͏ΜӠĂྮוᄄំӠāో̘Μā٘
ͼವᄂ˟̘Сă
ĵᚬઢߥፗྕĶāгᚬ֣ā
ઢߥፗྕᐜ҂พ˝ीă
ĵಯྮ͡ثĶāг֣࣍ಯҼ̊ˮā֣࣍
ፗڐପˬּā˪ྮּăĵັԿĶāహ
࣍ັᔀă֣࣍ፗڐପ˝ā֣࣍ັ˪
ϟΌּ˝ā٘ͼັᔀă
ĵৣᔦߎᜟᙉ͋ۯĶā֣ᆂү࠺˗ਟ˟
ోߎϠৣāҬߎ̘ڥຌహ࣍ৣᔦߎᜟā
ͼࠍৣᔦವߎৣᔦā̘ۡྼθߎᜟā
٘ͼᙉ͋ۯă
ĵͩࣛїГ˝Ķā֣࣍ͩ˗ࣛವїГ
˝ăĵ˝Ķāߎౄڀលā֣࣍Г˴ăΝ
ߎүࢊ˝ವ࠺̘ຽĆүࢊ̘āᔗ຺
ܓύᔗࣦāГᔗΝͼїͩă
ĵϧ͞ѢҢٍĶā՞Ѣ̥ᆂ؇ٍ
ă
ĵࠦڰᇂ́ႼΑञĶḁ̄ͦࠦڰᆂో́ā
٘ͼహ྅ࢫ̥ᆂోѢā؇̘Ѣāү̘ࢊ͋
йٍă
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the cypresses.
On the cold mountain, the dry branches fall and bounce
up; new shoots grow.
The measuring scales are made of iron, but not many
people know it.
Water freezes into ice and penetrates everything.
What’s so strange about seeing a ghost in the daylight?
The Dharma Realm is vast and pervasive and can
encompass empty space.
Commentary :
A gifted and extraordinary child, the Master was not like other
children. We can say that when he was a child, he wasn’t the same as
ordinary children. He didn’t like to play as other children do. He wasn’t
greedy or naughty either. He didn’t wet his bed or like to eat candy, or
bite his fingernails. So, he was not the same as ordinary children.
He remembered his past life and was born after death. Why
was he different? We can imagine that he possessed the special wisdom
to know past lives. Maybe because of his dreams he knew that he was
a monk in the past. After he died, he became alive and after he lived,
he died again. He felt very bored with it. That’s why he didn’t seek
friends, watch movies, dance, go drinking in bars, none of that. He
was different in those aspects from other people.
He studied at Xuedou Monastery and contemplated the topic
of the cypresses. He investigated the meditation topic of the cypresses
at Xuedou Mountain and became enlightened.
On the cold mountain, the dry branches fall and bounce up;
new shoots grow. The new replaces the old.
The measuring scales are made of iron, but not many people
know it. Common people use measuring scales, but they don’t notice
that they’re made of iron.
Water freezes into ice and penetrates everything. Once the
water is frozen, it becomes ice and is transparent. But once you’re
confused, you can’t see clearly. If you’re not confused, you still can
return to the fundamental source. The ice can still become water.
What’s so strange about seeing a ghost in the daylight? There’s
nothing strange about running into a ghost in the daylight.
The Dharma Realm is vast and pervasive and can encompass
empty space. The Dharma Realm is bigger than anything else; it has
everything. Don’t think it’s strange because of your ignorance.

